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CHRISTOPH LAUCHT, Elemental Germans: Klaus Fuchs, Rudolf Peierls
and the Making of British Nuclear Culture 1939–59 (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2012), xiv + 274 pp. ISBN 978 0 230 35487 6. £55.00

This book focuses on Rudolf Peierls and Klaus Fuchs, two physicists
who emigrated from Germany in 1933 and had successful careers in
Britain. While Fuchs’s career broke off abruptly in 1950 when he was
convicted as a spy for the Soviet Union, Peierls was one of the most
influential and respected physicists in Britain until his death. In
seven sections, the book traces the life stories of the two physicists,
placing the main emphasis on the years of emigration from Nazi
Germany to Britain and their integration into the scientific communi-
ty of their host country, that is the 1930s and 1940s. The author is less
concerned to assess their scientific achievements than to present the
social context in which they lived and worked. Their life stories are
connected by the author’s hypothesis that ‘Fuchs’ and Peierls’ eth-
nicity, their socialization and schooling in Germany along with their
exposure to German culture before coming to the United Kingdom
were instrumental in shaping nuclear culture in their host country’
(p. 2).
This is an interesting approach, but it is not always coherently and

consistently followed. For one thing, it is not entirely clear what the
author means by ‘nuclear culture’, and for another, some of the biog-
raphical and historical premisses on which it is based do not apply,
especially to Klaus Fuchs. Unlike Peierls, who arrived in Britain as a
fully trained physicist with an established reputation in the scientific
community, Fuchs was a student in the early stages of his studies
when he left, and certainly not a ‘junior scientist’ (p. 33). He only fin-
ished studying in Britain, where he then entered the profession. It is
thus questionable to what extent his ‘German education’ could have
played an ‘important role in establishing a new approach to nuclear
science during the Second World War’ (p. 2), especially as the author
does not explain this further historically, but simply asserts it.
Repeated references to the presumed ‘close collaboration of theoreti-
cal and experimental atomic scientists’ remain vague. This did not
really represent a specifically German research tradition, and the
German uranium project, for example, failed largely because of a lack
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of precisely this sort of close collaboration. And the subtext of these
chapters almost suggests that on the eve of the Second World War,
Britain lacked a specific and highly developed ‘nuclear culture’,
although physicists such as Ernest Rutherford, James Chadwick, and
John Cockcroft, to name but a few, along with their students, were
among the most important pioneers of modern nuclear physics.
Thus several aspects of the approach chosen by the author remain

unclear, including his understanding of Big Science. Although he
refers to important works by Peter Galison and others, he does not
mention the fundamental German-language studies on this topic
written in the 1980s and 1990s by Margit Szöllösi-Janze and Helmuth
Trischler. These could, for example, have helped to answer the ques-
tion of what distinguished the Atomic Energy Research Establishment
(Harwell) and other recently founded British physics institutions
from the established institutes, and to what extent they fulfilled the
criteria for Big Science research institutions generally accepted in the
history and theory of science. How Peierls and Fuchs (and others)
influenced the development of their specific profile could also have
been examined more closely, because the statement that ‘the Los
Alamos research culture of Big Science’ was, as it were, exported to
Britain after the Second World War by Fuchs and Peierls (pp. 68 ff.)
is only half the story.
Laucht does not mention that while Fuchs was accepted as an

excellent up and coming young scientist, he played a rather margin-
al role in the administration and making of science policy. Peierls’s
influence in this respect also needs to be scrutinized. What his spe-
cific contribution to the development of the British Atomic Energy
Research Establishment was should be explained, and placed in rela-
tion to scientists such as James Chadwick and Patrick Blackett. Large-
scale research was not only a requirement  of nuclear physics. Its
roots lay equally in the research programmes for aviation and radar
that were also pursued extensively in Britain. These aspects would
have profited from a more in-depth account.
Anyone who believes, on the basis of these criticisms, that this is

an uninteresting and inconsistent book, however, is wrong. On the
contrary, I would heartily recommend it, as it is written with histori-
cal expertise and rooted in archival research. Its strengths lie in the
biographical detail it provides on the two protagonists and which, on
a number of points, goes beyond what can be found in the existing
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biographical literature on Fuchs and Peierls. This applies especially
to Peierls and his role in the establishment and early history of the
British atomic scientists’ movement and its interaction with corre-
sponding developments in the USA. The latter accounts for a good
third of the volume, in which Peierls is the main focus. Laucht pro-
vides a detailed account of the life and work of this outstanding
physicist, which naturally concentrates on his work in social policy
while his scientific achievements are mostly dealt with summarily.
This study does not provide a biography of Peierls in the strict sense,
and thus does not close this particular research gap.

Because of his arrest and incarceration for spying, Fuchs is large-
ly left out of the last third of the book, which deals with the social
responsibility of scientists and Peierls’s activities in this context. Yet
Fuchs was also a physicist who asked himself these questions, not
least after moving to the German Democratic Republic. The author
could have reflected further on this within the concept of parallel
biographies. He could have explored to what extent Fuchs’s later
commitment was to Communist orthodoxy, to the party of actually
existing socialism and its raison d’état alone, or whether it also con-
tained nuances based on his Anglo-American (or perhaps Protestant)
experiences. This, however, would have required the author to
immerse himself in the political history and culture of the GDR, which
would have gone beyond the scope of the approach taken here.
But more detail could have been provided through a more thor-

ough examination of the relevant secondary literature. For example,
the author’s statement concerning ‘Fuchs’ very low profile in the
GDR’ (p. 175) must be critically questioned. It should also be noted
that political power and cadre organizations such as the SED, of
whose central committee Fuchs was a member, and peripheral mass
organizations such as the Society for German–Soviet Friendship,
whose membership and activities in the GDR were of merely acclam-
atory significance, are named in the same breath without the neces-
sary differentiation being made between them (p. 185). And Fuchs’s
stay at a curative spa near Moscow, at a home run by the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (p. 175), was less a sign of favour for its for-
mer master spy than a reflection of his high position within the
GDR’s nomenklatura, whose health insurance probably paid for the
cure. And finally, it should be pointed out that, in contrast to the
author’s opinion (p. 175), the Soviet Union never publicly acknowl-
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edged its most important atomic spy, denying him any recognition
for his achievements until his death in 1988. For Fuchs personally,
this would have been very important.
These are, however, marginal criticisms which in no way detract

from the significance and historical value of the book. This lies in its
linking of the two biographies and its pursuit of the question of what
influence scientific emigrants had on the science culture of their host
countries. In this context it is astonishing, and should be the subject
of further research, that two of the leading protagonists in the estab-
lishment of the British nuclear scientists’ movement, Rudolf Peierls
and Josef Rotblat, were emigrants. In this respect, the book is very
stimulating and can be recommended to a wide readership, from
political scientists to historians of science and physics, as well as
physicists themselves.
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